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Materials and Sound 

Reeds and reed plates are most commonly made from brass, although stainless steel models are 
available from Seydel. 


Most modern combs are made from injection moulded plastic but pear wood is the traditional 
option. Many claim that wood sounds better (the jury is out on that one) but it does have the 
disadvantage that if it’s not properly sealed against moisture it can warp and swell as you play it.


In recent times many different materials have been used for combs. The Hohner Crossover uses a 
bamboo wood comb. Combs can also be made from acrylic, anodised aluminium, corian, brass… 
the list goes on. Whether different materials have a positive or negative effect on tone is a subject 
that keeps harp nerds up all night and there’s no definitive answer.


The cover plates are typically made from a tin zinc or chrome steel alloy. Most agree that cover 
plate design most definitely has an effect on the tone.


Some models come with small vents on the left and right of the cover plate like this Hohner 
Marine Band.


And many do not, such as this Seydel Blues Soloist.




It’s probably fair to say that models with side vents have a brighter, more textured sound while 
models with no vents have a darker, more focused quality. Neither is better or worse, it just comes 
down to what the player prefers.




All these parts are screwed or riveted together to make the instrument.


How Does it Work? 

The mechanics of the harmonica are actually quite simple. Each chamber in the comb has a draw 
reed and a blow reed associated with it. Blow reeds on the top, draw reeds on the bottom. The 
chamber directs the air onto the reeds.


When you put the harmonica in your mouth and breathe in the draw reeds vibrate. When you 
breath out the blow reeds vibrate. “Vibrate” in this case meaning the loose end flaps up and 
down. 


It’s that that up and down motion of the reed that creates the sound. Each time a reed enters or 
exits the slot it creates a small puff of air. This can happen hundreds of times a second. For 
example the blow reed on hole 4 of a harmonica in the key of A vibrates 440 times a second. The 
small puffs of air create sound waves, and that’s what we hear.


The cover plates are there to keep your lips from interfering with the movement of the reeds and 
to give you something to hang on to, but as mentioned above their design does have an impact 
on the tone of the instrument.
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